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Nr. 2        ПАПУЖКА 2+  The Parakfeet:   

       
An interactive game-book about love, care and hope.  
*Veronica’s little parrot Kiwi has escaped. She has to 
perform certain tasks to get it back. * It is a light and 
warm s hope no matter what. The book is bright and 
lively like the parrot itself. Full of of tasks kids will be 
happy to fulfil. A perfect reading for the whole 
family.* 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Nr. 11      Фігурне додавання 1+ Curly addition:  

 
How many will be three square windows plus four square windows? 
And if you add another to two round bicycle wheels? Look around: 
there are so many different shapes around! Numo count them! With 
this book you can learn to add within 10 and learn basic geometric
   

 
Nr. 12 Чи легко жити циклопам? 5+ Is it easy for cyclops 

to live? 
  
"Pierre is a cyclops. Is it easy for him to live with one 

eye? Do you want to wipe your eyes in the morning - here! 
Do you want to pick up glasses - dzuski! a skilled dancer and 
the blind pianist Mr. Marco, who has toured almost all over 
the world. Pierre calls his friends cyclops and is very proud of 
them. despite its features. Want to learn more about the life 
of the Cyclops, learn the Braille alphabet and sign language?  

 
 
 
 
 
Nr. 13      Дракон у бібліотеці 1-3 Dragon in the library:  

 
 
The cat loves to go outdoors, climb trees, bruise clothes and 
herself. And from sitting with a book - it is so nuuuuuuudno 
... Exactly not for her! At least it was. Until two of her best 
friends dragged her to the extraordinary library, where the 
bookends are growing... Tsk! Take note: you can't talk in a 
library, but you can sometimes make the world go away. 

 
 
 
 


